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Floods
Italy 2018
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Image source: Pinterest, 9/12/2018

Wildfires
California, US, 2018
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Image source: ANSA, 9/12/2018

Biological hazards
Ebola, DRC 2018
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Tsunamis
Japan, 2011
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Science is advancing understanding of risk
New science
• Better models: Earth system, massive 

computing, AI
• Better data: big data, social data, earth 

observation, local/global data

New way of working together
• Interdisciplinary partnerships
• Knowledge management  e.g. 

European Commission Disaster Risk 
Management Knowledge Centre

• Global partnerships  e.g. UN Global 
Risk Assessment Framework

https://drmkc.jrc.ec.europa.eu
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Global risk calculations are now feasible

2018: first global earthquake risk 
map (annual average loss)
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Understanding drivers of risk
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Exposure: built-up and urban growth

Change in earthquake 
exposure, km2

1970 to 2015 
(per country)
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Exposure: population and urban growth

Change in coastal 
exposure, km2

1970 to 2015 
(per country)
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Vulnerability: unequal distribution of risk
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Multi-risk tools are in full development
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Climate is increasing disaster risk
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Coastal risk: ports at risk
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Risk is growing in all sectors

Heatwaves may 
cause 10.8b€/yr
damage to 
transport by 
2080 in EU

Forzieri et al., Global Environmental 
Change, 2018
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Forzieri et al., Global Environmental 
Change, 2018

Increasing damage
of climate related
disasters on critical
infrastructure in 
Europe with global 
warming.

Regional and 
sectoral differences
in future losses and 
required adaptation
capacity.

Spatial distribution of climate risk for 
critical infrastructure in Europe in 21°

century

Evolution of damage from climate
impacts on critical infrastructure in 21°
century

Risk is increasing: critical infrastructure
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Source: WEF

Challenges: quantifying all risks
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Challenges: understanding systemic risk

Capacity =
Knowledge +
Governance +
Resources
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Systemic risk in trade: spill-over effects

Source: PESETA 3 study
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Take away messages
• Understanding Risk is

central to informed
policy, also for trade

• Risk is systemic, 
complex and changing

Is science “Welcome”?
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